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TOWARDS LOGICALLY CONSISTENT LANGUAGE
MODELS VIA PROBABILISTIC REASONING

Diego Calanzone ∗ Antonio Vergari Stefano Teso

ABSTRACT

Large language models (LLMs) are a promising venue for natural language under-
standing and generation tasks. However, current LLMs are far from reliable: they
are prone to generate non-factual information and, more crucially, to contradict
themselves when prompted to reason about beliefs of the world. These problems
are currently addressed with large scale fine-tuning or by delegating consistent
reasoning to external tools. In this work, we strive for a middle ground and intro-
duce a training objective based on principled probabilistic reasoning that teaches
a LLM to be consistent with external knowledge in the form of a set of facts and
rules. Fine-tuning with our loss on a limited set of facts enables our LLMs to be
more logically consistent than previous baselines and allows them to extrapolate
to unseen but semantically similar factual knowledge more systematically.

1 INTRODUCTION

Developing reliable large language models (LLMs) and safely deploying them is more and more
crucial, particularly when they are used as external sources of knowledge (Petroni et al., 2019).
To do so, one would need LLMs to be factual (Wadden et al., 2020), i.e., generating content that
satisfies some knowledge base (KB), and logically self-consistent (Li et al., 2019), i.e., being able not
to contradict themselves when prompted to perform complex reasoning. Clearly, training on large
datasets for question answering (QA) (Tafjord & Clark, 2021) alone cannot meet these desiderata
(Evans et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023).

Factuality and consistency are intimately related. Enforcing factuality alone generally boils down to
fine-tuning an LLM on a large KB of atomic facts (Kassner et al., 2021). When predicting the truth
values of these facts, a number of works try to enforce the simplest form of consistency: that the
probability of a true fact shall be one minus the probability of its negation (Burns et al., 2022). Liu
et al. (2023) use more sophisticated heuristics, fine-tuning on a large QA dataset with a combination
of three objectives: binary cross entropy to classify true facts; multiclass cross entropy to choose the
true statement among other options; a supervised contrastive loss to pull apart true and false facts.
All these approaches require large KBs and extrapolating to unseen facts remains an open challenge.

When it comes to self-consistency w.r.t. more complex reasoning scenarios, e.g., ensuring that
LLMs can perform modus ponens without contradicting themselves (Tafjord et al., 2022), one line
of research focuses on employing external reasoning tools such as MAX-SAT solvers (Battiti, 2009)
at inference time (Mitchell et al., 2022; Jung et al., 2022; Kassner et al., 2023). However, these ap-
proaches depend on the constant availability of a reasoner (and sometimes also of a natural language
inference model (Mitchell et al., 2022)) which can increase the cost of inference for every reasoning
step. At the same time, training the LLM to reason is not possible or hindered by the hardness of
backpropagating through the solvers (Pogancic et al., 2020).

In this work, we show how to improve factuality and self-consistency of LLMs without external
components by leveraging recent advancements in neuro-symbolic learning (De Raedt et al., 2021).
This is done by turning complex reasoning tasks into logical constraints that can be incorporated in
a semantic loss (Xu et al., 2018). This in turn enforces the LLM to perform principled probabilistic
reasoning at training time over the possible truth assignments. Among previous works of research,
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Figure 1: Our LOCO-LMS are trained by compiling implication constraints in a semantic loss and
applying them to some atomic facts as antecedents. At test time, they can predict the missing
consequents more consistently and factually than other baselines (Table 1).

Zhang et al. (2023) similarly applied the semantic loss to instill integrity constraints in the embed-
ding space of entities in encoder-only models. It is worth noting that representations of beliefs can
be highly contextual on the context, as shown by Arakelyan et al. (2024) with NLI models, sug-
gesting additional forms of consistency to be included. We empirically show how given incomplete
factual knowledge, the LLM can learn truth beliefs for new facts while keeping logical consistency
with prior knowledge. In our experiments, with a single offline training session, LLMs trained with
our objective outperform models relying on external solvers, and are more factual and logically
consistent in low-data regimes when compared to standard supervised fine-tuning.

2 TACKLING FACTUAL & CONSISTENT INFERENCE WITH LOCO-LMS

Setting. We view a pre-trained LLM as a collection of truth beliefs (facts) over which it can fac-
tually reason: when prompted with question like “Is a bison a mammal?”, it can supply a binary
prediction of the form “Yes”/“No” or “True”/“False”. When given a limited set of textual statements
Df = {f1, . . . , fn}, such as “an albatross is a bird”, and general logical implications (from here on,
constraints) Dc = {α1, . . . , αm}, such as “IsAbird → canFly”, we want an LLM queried about
new beliefs {fn+1, . . . , fk} to output truth values that are consistent with the known facts Df and
the prior KB Dc. We assume the facts are provided as (subject, property) pairs, and that the logical
implications specify how new properties (consequents) follow from the initial ones (antecedents).

Logical constraints satisfaction. LLMs fit only on facts – via, e.g., a cross-entropy loss – struggle
to infer consistent truth values for unseen consequents that satisfy the KB Dc. To design logically-
consistent LLMs (LOCO-LMS), we instead minimize a semantic loss (SL) (Xu et al., 2018) that
penalizes a model proportionally to the probability it allocates to truth values inconsistent with one or
more such logical constraints. To build intuition, consider two facts f1 = (daffodil, IsAflower), f2 =
(daffodil, IsMortal) and a logical implication αi stating that IsAflower entails IsMortal, or

αi := (zf1 → zf2) ⇐⇒ (¬zf1 ∨ zf2) (1)

where zf is the truth value assigned to a fact f . The SL in LOCO-LMS will penalize the LLM
distribution pθ if it allocates truth values inconsistent with αi, specifically (zf1 = ⊤, zf2 = ⊥)
which encodes the false belief that daffodils are flowers (⊤ = true) but not mortal (⊥ = false). To
this end, it relies on probabilities for these truth values extracted from the model. We obtain these
probabilities directly by reading off the likelihood of utterances produced by the LLM, that is:

pθ(zf1 = ⊤) = pθ(xt = l | x1, . . . , xt−1 = “Is a daffodil a flower?”) (2)
pθ(zf2 = ⊤) = pθ(xt = l | x1, . . . , xt−1 = “Is a daffodil a mortal?”) (3)

Here, l is a textual truth value, e.g., “Yes” for ⊤ or “No” for ⊥. More generally, the SL encourages
consistency by maximizing the likelihood of assignments satisfying αi ∈ Dc, and can be applied
to more complex reasoning scenarios that involve not only implications but any logical constraint.
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From a constraint αi ∈ Dc, a LOCO-LM is fine-tuned by minimizing a loss that is defined as:

L(αi, pθ) = − log
∑

z|=αi

∏
j:z|=zfj

pθ(zfj )
∏

j:z|=¬zfj
1− pθ(zfj ) (4)

where z |= αi means that a set of truth assignment to facts satisfies αi and the argument of the log-
arithm computes the probability of αi being true. Taking for instance the constraint in Equation (1),
the assignments from the truth table satisfying the formula are {(⊤,⊤), (⊥,⊤), (⊥,⊥)}, the seman-
tic loss in a LOCO-LM would thus minimize the negative log likelihood of these assignments:

L(αi, pθ) = − log

(
pθ(zf1 = ⊤) · pθ(zf2 = ⊤) +

(1− pθ(zf1 = ⊤)) · pθ(zf2 = ⊤) +
(1− pθ(zf1 = ⊤)) · (1− pθ(zf2 = ⊤))

)
(5)

Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of LOCO-LMS.

Factuality. As described so far, the SL in LOCO-LMS fosters self-consistency, but can hinder
factuality as it considers as equally valid assignments both the cases where antecendents can be true
or false when consequents are true (i.e., {(⊤,⊤), (⊥,⊤)}). Therefore, given a training set of ground
facts Df = {f1, . . . , fn} assumed to be true, we embed this factual information in LOCO-LMS by
adding it to the logical constraints via a logical conjunction. E.g., from the example constraint in
formula 1, if we assume the fact f1 = (daffodil, IsAflower) is assumed to be true, we get:

zf1 = ⊤, α′
i = (zf1 → zf2) ∧ zf1 (6)

The assignments satisfying this formula change to µ′ = {(⊤,⊤)}, µ′ |= α′
i , and so does the

optimization objective as in equation 5. A full derivation can be found in Appendix (C.1).

3 EXPERIMENTS

We aim to answer these research questions: RQ1) can LOCO-LMS compete with approaches using
external reasoners without doing so? RQ2) can they require less data than standard fine-tuning?

Data. We evaluate LOCO-LMS on the BeliefBank data set (Kassner et al., 2021). It consists of three
pieces: a “calibration” set of 1, 072 annotated facts about 7 entities of the form (subject, property,
true/false) used for training, a “silver” set of 12, 636 facts about 85 entities used for evaluation, and
a set of 2224 valid logical implications Dc. The SL requires defining a set of ground constraints.
We derive these as follows. For each general constraint in Dc, we lookup the subjects of all facts in
the training set: if the antecedent or the consequent fact of the general constraint is known for that
subject, we add the subject ground constraint to the dataset.

For RQ1, we generate two splits: T1 facts, appearing either as antecedents or consequents in the
constraints; T2 facts, appearing exclusively as constraint consequents. The goal is to correctly guess
the consequents by seeing only the antecedents and the constraints. In the calibration set, we count
796 antecedents and 276 consequents, spawning 14,005 grounded constraints. In the silver set, we
count 9,504 antecedents and 3,132 consequents, spawning 169,913 grounded constraints. For RQ2,
we split the dataset to test the effects of pure supervised fine-tuning: a portion of random facts from
the calibration set is taken with the goal to predict the excluded antecedent or consequent facts.

Models. Following Mitchell et al. (2022), we work with a pre-trained Macaw-Large model (Tafjord
& Clark, 2021) (770M parameters) capable of multi-angle question answering with fixed prompt
templates. We adopt the same prompts as in the original paper: to query for binary beliefs, the model
is queried: “$answer$ ; $mcoptions$ = (A) Yes. (B) No. ; $question$ =
Is [X] a [Y]?”, and the expected continuation would be: “$answer$ = Yes./No.”.
Since the training facts are presented in the form (subject, property), we employ the functions used
by Mitchell et al. (2022) to fill in natural language templates such as “Is it true that [X]
is [Y]?” or “Is it [X] a [Y]?”. Further training details are reported in Appendix A.

Competitors and Metrics. We consider two baselines: the ConCoRD logical layer (Mitchell et al.,
2022) applied to Macaw-Large, using RoBERTa-ANLI (Liu et al., 2019) for relationship inference,
and a pre-trained Macaw-Large model from Tafjord & Clark (2021) as zero-shot baseline. In Ap-
pendix B.2, we compare our models with the baseline in terms of runtime requirements. We evaluate
our models for factuality and logical self-consistency. We measure the former with the F1 score to
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Table 1: LOCO-LMS achieve better logical self-consistency and factuality as measured via
Equation (7) and F1 scores when compared to classical supervised finetuning (SFT) and baselines
using external reasoners such as ConCoRD (Mitchell et al., 2022) measured on test (silver set) facts.
For RQ1 (Section 3), LOCO-LMS fine-tuned on T1 facts only outperform training-free baseline for
all metrics. For RQ2, they boost performance in the presence of a small fraction of T1+T2 facts
(5-10%). For larger dataset sizes, LOCO-LMS are competitive for consistency and factuality on
consequents. A similar trend is visible on training data (Table 2).

Method Train Subset Antecedents F1 Consequents F1 Total F1 Logical consistency

RQ1

ConCoRD 0.91 0.91
Macaw-Large 0.52 0.90 0.81 0.83
SFT T1 0.13 0.01 0.03 0.72
LOCO-LM T1 0.79 0.98 0.96 0.99

RQ2

SFT T1+T2 (5%) 0.23 0.78 0.72 0.82
LOCO-LM T1+T2 (5%) 0.67 0.83 0.81 0.92

SFT T1+T2 (10%) 0.55 0.97 0.91 0.90
LOCO-LM T1+T2 (10%) 0.45 0.97 0.89 0.93

SFT T1+T2 (75%) 0.85 0.99 0.97 0.98
LOCO-LM T1+T2 (75%) 0.79 0.99 0.95 0.98

account for the unbalance between false and true facts (Kassner et al., 2021). Factuality is measured
on the two splits (antecedents and consequents) and the complete facts set for both the distributions
(calibration, silver). As in (Li et al., 2019), we measure logical self-consistency as the fraction of
non violated constraints αi ∈ Dtest

c :

1− |{αi | ¬(zj → zk)}| / |{αi | zj}| (7)

i.e., the proportion of unsatisfied formulas where the antecedent is believed to be true. According to
literature, we implicitly refer to “self-consistency”, that is logical consistency based on the model’s
own beliefs. Logical consistency scores are computed by iterating through the subjects, the general
constraints and by querying each belief appearing in the formulas.

Results. We report factuality and logical consistency scores for the test (Table 1) and training distri-
bution (Table 2). The test distribution involves entities unseen at training time, thus we assume the
language model implicitly transfers some semantic knowledge based on similarities in the concep-
tual space; we further investigate this by calculating pairwise similarities between entity embeddings
in Appendix B.3.

We firstly observe a net improvement in both factuality and logical consistency with semantic loss
fine-tuning, compared to pre-trained Macaw-Large and the ConCoRD variant (Table 1, RQ1). Stan-
dard supervised fine-tuning on antecedent facts is insufficient: due to a class imbalance between true
facts (∼ 10%) and false facts (∼ 90%), the model tends to label any statement as “false”; moreover,
no knowledge about consequent facts is introduced. This is accentuated in the training distribution
(Table 2): with semantic loss, the model attains higher factuality and logical consistency in both
the standard setup and with a small amount of cheating data. Finally, assuming sufficient domain
knowledge overlap (Appendix B.3), high logical consistency scores on the test distribution suggest
the imposed logical structures in the conceptual space can be generalized.

Assuming the language model can access to a portion of consequent facts (Table 1, RQ2), semantic
loss fine-tuned LOCO-LMS still yields better logical consistency and factuality for unseen conse-
quents in low-data regimes (e.g. 5-10% of the T1+T2 dataset) compared to canonical supervised
fine-tuning. When they are allowed to see more data (e.g. 75% of the T1+T2 dataset), tradition-
ally finetuned models can “cheat” and directly learn about the consequents (somehow equivalent
to memorizing a single row of the truth table). In this scenario, LOCO-LMS achieve compareble
logical self-consistency and factuality over consequents, but not on the antecedents.
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4 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

Our results show that LOCO-LMS improve upon ConCoRD in terms of factuality and self-
consistency in complex reasoning tasks, especially when queried on unseen facts. This suggests
that probabilistic reasoning objectives can impose structure in a language model’s conceptual space.
In future work, we aim to further investigate the transfer of logical structures across entities with se-
mantic relations, such as e.g. abstraction or homology. We also consider the implications of scaling
language models, in terms of logical consistency and training efficiency. Finally, we plan to extend
our analysis to more complex logical operators and reasoning scenarios (Vergari et al., 2021) that
can support provably consistent reasoning (Ahmed et al., 2022).
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A TRAINING DETAILS

We fine-tune our models for 5 epochs keeping the learning rate fixed to γ = 3 · 10−4 on 1–2 nVidia
A30 GPUs. Each model took approximately 35 minutes to train. We use AdamW (Loshchilov &
Hutter, 2016) as optimizer with a default weight decay λ = 10−2.

B EVALUATION DETAILS

B.1 EVALUATION ON THE TRAINING DISTRIBUTION

We implement the same evaluation functions from the original ConCoRD codebase
(https://github.com/eric-mitchell/concord/). For ConCoRD, we report only the
scores computed with the original code and the provided cache inference facts.

Table 2: LOCO-LMS achieve better logical self-consistency and factuality as measured via
Equation (7) and F1 scores when compared to classical supervised finetuning (SFT) and baselines
using external reasoners such as ConCoRD (Mitchell et al., 2022) measured on train (calibration
set) facts. For RQ1 (Section 3), LOCO-LMS fine-tuned on T1 facts only outperform training-free
baseline for all metrics. For RQ2, they boost performance in the presence of a small fraction of
T1+T2 facts (5-10%). For larger dataset sizes, LOCO-LMS are competitive for consistency and
factuality on consequents.

Method Train size Antecedents F1 Consequents F1 Total F1 Logical consistency

RQ1

ConCoRD 0.91 0.91
Macaw-Large 0.47 0.84 0.78 0.82
SFT T1 0.46 0.08 0.14 0.79
LOCO-LM T1 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00

RQ2

SFT T1+T2 (5%) 0.31 0.73 0.69 0.90
LOCO-LM T1+T2 (5%) 0.34 0.77 0.72 0.92

SFT T1+T2 (10%) 0.48 0.88 0.85 0.87
LOCO-LM T1+T2 (10%) 0.52 0.95 0.89 0.91

SFT T1+T2 (75%) 0.69 1.00 0.97 0.97
LOCO-LM T1+T2 (75%) 0.65 1.00 0.97 0.99

B.2 TEMPORAL EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

Table 3: LOCO-LMS require much less time for inference at the price of a single training step.
We report time elapsed in seconds for (1) training (calibration set only) our model; (2) inference
(calibration + silver set) with our model or with ConCoRD+RoBERTa-ANLI. For ConCoRD, we
sum time elapsed for QA inference, NLI inference and running the solver. All runs are measured on
a single NVIDIA A30.

Method Training time (s) Inference time (s)
ConCoRD - 3669.33
LOCO-LM 2124.48 2405.28

B.3 SEMANTIC OVERLAP BETWEEN TRAIN AND TEST

We measure the semantic overlap between the training and test distribution by constructing a
Representation Dissimilarity Matrix (RDM) of Macaw’s embeddings (token average) between
training and test entities. The main assumption is that semantically similar subjects may have
similar properties, as a proxy for domain knowledge transfer.
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Figure 2: Pairwise cosine similarities between entities in the training distribution (calibration, rows)
and the test distribution (silver, columns).

C DERIVATIONS

C.1 LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS WITH FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE

Here, we briefly discuss how we construct the semantic loss term for a given general constraint:

A → B ⇐⇒ ¬A ∨B

following the procedure outlined in Section 2. Given prior knowledge about the world, we embed it
in the constraint via logical conjunction:

• Case A = ⊤:
(A → B) ∧A ⇐⇒ (¬A ∨B) ∧A

We apply the DeMorgan’s distributive laws:

(¬A ∨B) ∧A

⇐⇒ (¬A ∧A) ∨ (A ∧B)

⇐⇒ ⊥∨ (A ∧B)

⇐⇒ A ∧B

The semantic loss optimizes thus the satisfying cases:

L(α, pθ) = − log (pθ(A = ⊤) · pθ(B = ⊤))

This similarly applies when B = ⊥.
• Case A = ⊥:

(A → B) ∧A ⇐⇒ (¬A ∨B) ∧ ¬A
We apply the DeMorgan’s distributive laws:

(¬A ∨B) ∧ ¬A
⇐⇒ (¬A ∧ ¬A) ∨ (¬A ∧B)

⇐⇒ ¬A ∨ (¬A ∧B)

The semantic loss optimizes thus the satisfying cases:

L(α, pθ) = − log

(
(1− pθ(A = ⊤)) · (1− pθ(B = ⊤)) +

(1− pθ(A = ⊤)) · pθ(B = ⊤)

)
This similarly applies to the case B = ⊤.
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